Lifetime Achievement Award Questions

About the Award

I.C.E.’s most prestigious award, periodically presented in recognition of long-standing, extraordinary contributions to the credentialing industry. The award recognizes members (or retired members) whose vision, efforts, commitment and contributions advanced the credentialing profession.

Nominee Criteria:

- Demonstrate extraordinary contributions and commitment to the credentialing industry at large.
- Serve as an advocate to promote the benefits of credentialing to the public and/or the professional occupational communities.

Questions

- Describe the nominee’s history of volunteer leadership or participation in I.C.E.
- How has this person demonstrated significant contributions to the field of credentialing?
- How has this person served as an advocate to promote the benefits of credentialing to the public and/or the professional occupational communities?
- For the Lifetime Achievement Award: how has he/she demonstrated extraordinary contributions and commitment to the field of credentialing?

Responses

- Responses to questions can be uploaded here: https://my.credentialingexcellence.org/award-nomination?id=dad0a4ff-cebd-eb11-89ee-dc98408f5496